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President’s Corner by Bob Rose
As we move into the last part of May we once
again have a variety of events in the offing. The
Costco Car show was on the 5th, as was another
track day at Fontana the same day, there was
another Kick the Tires, our first Alfresco Food Court
Friday night of the summer is on the 18th, Plastic
Fantastic on the 20th, and another C&C on the 26th.
I mention all of this because it once again
illustrates the broad array of activities available to
PCC members. In one month we have something
almost every single weekend to fit all tastes. Three
car shows, a track day, an autocross (if you want
to make the trek to Santa Maria), and two meet
and eats. I am once again mentioning this because
I need to point out that while we have something
for everyone, not everyone is going to be
interested in or be able to participate in every type
of event we put on. Some members however, feel
that their dues should not be spent on those events
that they don’t participate in. That’s just not
realistic and frankly I don’t think it’s fair to the
other members to feel that way. Just to keep it real
and in perspective, your total dues in any given
month total out to be less than two Grande Latte’s
at Starbucks.
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We pay less than $10/month each for our club
membership, and yet the club, through a
combination of dues, 50-50’s, sponsors and
advertisers, can afford to pay for directly, or at least subsidize most of the events we put on,
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outside of admission fees paid to third parties. It
covers props, supplies & expenses for rallies and
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President: Bob Rose
similar events, trophies for various events (not
(702) 755‐7334
just racing – in fact trophies are never given for
Vice‐President: David Yeates
(951) 212‐971
track days), for racing, only our matched time
Treasurer: Gary Lane
autocrosses and drags are covered as they are
(310) 739‐3623
Secretary: Kandra Longo
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considerable money to charities, and a whole lot
Historian: Ted Jung
(714) 788‐9759
more too. The largest chunk of your dues goes to
Hospitality Chair: Rick & Marcy Alpert
NCCC. You can’t pick and choose what events or
(949) 830‐2640
Awards Chair: TBD
expenses your dues are allocated to, or we would
(XXX) XXX‐XXXX
have a club that only served a particular single
Editor:
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interest group.
Meetings
Pacific Coast Corvettes meets the first
Wednesday of each month at 7:00p.m. We
meet at Fuddrucker’s Restaurant in Lake
Forest. The restaurant is located on El Toro
Rd. The address is: 23621 El Toro Road, the
phone number is: (949) 830‐7210

Business Location
Pacific Coast Corvettes
23785 El Toro Rd #501
Lake Forest, CA 92630‐4762
Telephone: (702) 755‐7334

WEB Page:
http://www.pccvettes.org
Ted Sickles (949) 716‐3376

Club Store:
Judy Nunn
(949) 586‐1746

Affiliation
National Council of Corvette Clubs, Inc.
(NCCC)

Corvette Waves
Corvette Waves is published monthly, within
two weeks after each meeting.
Contributions should be received no later
than ten days after the monthly meeting.
They can be given to Don Wilder. Display
advertising is accepted at the discretion of
the editor. Yearly rates are $100 for a
business card, $150 for a quarter page, and
$200 for a half page.
Articles presented in Corvette Waves reflect
the opinion of the authors, not necessarily
the views of the editor or Pacific Coast
Corvettes. Pacific Coast Corvettes and its
editor seek to publish accurate information
but do not assume any liability or
responsibility in the event of claim of loss or
damages resulting from publication.

The board has spending discretion up to $500.
After that club approval is required. That system
seems to have worked very well for PCC for the
past 29 years and judging by the majority of the
feedback I have been hearing from the
membership, and the new blood that has recently
come to PCC, coupled with the fact that these
new members are stepping up for board
positions, chair responsibilities, and event
sponsorships, I am convinced most of the
members are quite happy with the current state
and direction of PCC. Of course, not everyone will
agree on everything all the time, that’s the
natural way of things, and that’s OK too. As long
as we remember that PCC gives us all an
opportunity to enjoy our cars with fellow Corvette
enthusiasts, regardless of the form that
enjoyment may take, while respecting each
other’s tastes and interests, there will always be
more than enough to do in PCC to go around for
everyone.
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We thought Spring 2018 was going to be busy, but summer has
exploded with lots of fun events offered. This has been such an
exciting year, so far, with new people, new events, and yet we
aren’t even at the halfway point. We have had only 2 open
weekends so far this year!
PCC is offering events for every taste, to include: car shows,
outings, rallies, drag racing & speed events, car games, Cars and
Coffee with car gazing, breakfast get-togethers, food court treats,
(who doesn’t like to eat?) PCC is more diversified than ever before.
I’d like to thank all the members and volunteers who have offered
their ideas and time to make these events so much fun.
Thanks to Ken James for his “always popular Breakfast with the
Vets”, with Corvette “tech talk” included. The Corvette tech talk is
worth the price of admission alone!
Special thanks, Bob Rose, for Bracket Drags, and a totally awesome Speed Ventures weekend
at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway.
PCC astoundingly received 6, (count ‘em 6,) well deserved awards at the Vette Set - Redondo
Beach Car Show. The winners were, Joe Gildner, Mark Alter, Ed Baumgarten, Henry Lewis,
Kandra Longo, and the guy who bailed early and did not make the picture taking ceremony,
David Yeates, yours truly.
** We are still looking for a volunteer to host our 4th of July event, but time is just about past
to sign up. As of this date we haven’t shoed in anyone to host and are in danger of it being
cancelled all together, so please consider this opportunity to help so the event will continue
Please contact me with your willingness to take on this event. **
Thank you all!

David Yeates (dyeates10@aol.com)
For the latest calendar updates,please visit http:www.pccvettes.org
Don’t Forget to Wave!
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Birthdays

Anniversaries

Pete Dolbee

May 7th

Ellis Delameter &
Mary Lou Lambert

Todd Bonet

May 8th

Mark & Vicki Alter

Rick Alpert

May 9th

Harold & Sheryl Brunski

Joanne Walsh

May 12th

Sandy Savanich

May 15th

John Ridgely

May 20th

David McCue

May 25th

Susan Ridgeley

May 25th

Estela Riela

May 29th

May 5th
May 7th
May21st
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Many people ask, “Why do you own a car like that? You will never get to use it!” Well, I guess
they have never heard of the Mojave Magnum. Several of our club members have heard of the
event and taken advantage of it to run our cars at crazy speeds. This time around it was Bob
Rose and me. The event is two days, but we decided to run on Sunday only. That is plenty.
The Mojave Magnum is a driving event where you get to drive
your car as fast as it will go on the Mojave Airport runway for a
distance of a mile and a half. This type of event does not
require much skill; it is not like driving the road courses around
Willow Springs or Fontana. You just line it up, go, and hold on.
There are speed classes based on your car’s safety equipment
and your personal safety equipment. Our cars as they come
equipped from the factory, are cleared to 190 mph. To run in
that class you need to wear a fire suit, leather gloves, leather shoes, a racing helmet, and a
neck brace. You don’t need much more than a helmet to run up to 170 mph, but if you want to
go really fast, your car and you must be specially equipped. Several cars run in the higher
speed classes.

Mojave Bone Yard

Mojave is a desolate place in the high
desert. It is so desolate that airplanes
won’t even decay there. It is the home
of the commercial aircraft graveyard. Its
claim to fame is that it is a staging area
for the freight trains going into Los

Angeles. The Mojave airport, also known as The Mojave
Air and Space Port, and also known as the Civilian
Aerospace Test Center, is the home to “The Virgin
Galactic Space Center”.
People don’t go there on
vacation.
Nancy and I first went to the Magnum in the spring of
2016. I was able to get my ’08 Z06 up to 185 mph (I got
disqualified for going over the speed limit of the 180 class). Nancy hated Mojave. My next trip
to the Magnum was in the fall of 2016. The only decent speed I had in the spring was
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disqualified so I decided to go back in the fall to try to get a good official speed (official was
170.9). This time Bob Rose went on Saturday with his ’15 Z06;
Gene Insley in his ’14 Stingray and I went on Sunday, I had my
’08 Z06. You win your class by getting as close to the class
speed without going over. I figured I would try to win the
class. I got disqualified again, but I did get an official speed of
178.8. They said I was less than half a tenth over the speed
limit. Bob posted the best speed (179.0) but was looking for
more and Gene got the most out of his car (173.6). We all had
manual transmissions and we all had problems hitting all the gears all the time. You have to be
real careful changing gears at 150mph.
The event was not held during 2017 and the reason for
this was never officially posted. So, Bob and I decided to
go in the spring of 2018. Bob wanted to get a really good
speed and I wanted to take Nancy’s car for a run. For
this next outing they increased the price substantially and
they limited the number of entries to sixty on each day. I
knew this trip would be a little different because on
Saturday morning Nancy actually said she was looking
forward to the trip. I don’t know if she was happy to be
with me or just wanted to look after her car.
We decided to stay at the same hotel as Bob who wanted to stay
at the Best Western. I also made a reservation. Nancy and I
went up Saturday afternoon through some very heavy traffic. It
took us about an hour to get from the house in Irvine to the 605
fwy. The 605 was unusually heavy and so was the 210. Once we
got to the 14 we were driving. We got to our hotel and waited
for Bob. Eventually he called and asked where we were. That is
when we found out our Best Western was in Lancaster and his
was in California City. Oh well, across the street to In-and-Out for dinner. After that it was off
to the host hotel for the event to register and go through
technical inspection. We met Bob there, got inspected and had
a needed cocktail in the bar. After that it was back to the hotel
for some sleep. In the past, registration and inspection was a
hassle. This time, with the reduced number of participants
everything went smoothly.
We got up bright and early on Sunday to go to the airport, had
the hotel breakfast and then off to the airport. As soon as we
got there they held a driver’s meeting. They started the meeting earlier than they had
scheduled it. It was at the meeting that we found out that a motorcycle rider was killed on
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Saturday when he went off the end of the runway at over 200mph. We had a long safety talk
and a mandatory track orientation ride.
It seems
motorcycle riders tend to have a problem of getting
oblivious to where they are on the track because their
heads are looking down for aerodynamic efficiency. When
we went in the fall of 2016 there was another motorcycle
rider that went off the end but after a helicopter ride and
some quality time in the hospital he is OK. Like all racing,
this is a lot of fun but can be very dangerous also. In the
three times I have gone, no cars have had wrecks. There were a few engines blown, but no
wrecks.
After the safety lecture we all queued up for our first run.
It was about an hour in the queue before we got our first
run. This gave plenty of time for socializing, looking at all
the different cars, and watching the racing. It is not a
good spectator event. The cars start out of sight on the
left and finish out of sight on the right. You do get to see
them flying by and making lots of noise. The track is 1.5
miles long with an additional .8 miles to slow down. When
we took the safety ride it took a long time. When you race, it goes by very quickly.
There are many true race cars there. People do this as a
hobby. They also run on 1 mile events, Bonneville, and on
dry lake beds. As far as I know this is the only 1.5 mile
event.
Many of the
vehicles seemed to top
out at a mile. It also
seemed that most of
the “street’ cars were
also modified. One of
the interesting motorcycles there was a rental. You can go
to their website, http://millionwaystodie.com/, and work on
your bucket list.

Ran 230 but Had to be Towed Off Track

Disqualified Again
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For our first runs, we had a stiff 90 degree cross wind. I
took it a little easy to see what the new car would be
like. A little easy was just over 180 mph for me. The
At The Start
second run, we still had the cross wind but I let it out a
little more and clocked at 184. There was about an hour
between each
At The Finish
run and by the
time we took our third run the wind had become a
little tailwind. My third run improved to something
over 190. I got disqualified (again) for going over
190. My PDR video shows the speedo hit 193. Nancy
took a picture of the official clock saying 191.5. I took
a fourth run to try again to post a real good official time. When the speedo got close to 190 I
let off a little early and got an official speed of 187.5. Bob, with the manual car, had problems
making good shifts at high speed and did not post the speeds he was hoping for.
You can watch my 193 run at: https://youtu.be/RqiR2V4wYv4
The video shows just how well the automatic shifts at speed. It does not seem to be going that
fast until you watch the pavement disappear under the front of the car.
There was another race car there that set the record for this event at 266.2 mph. The
motorcycle record is 274.8. There were also some Corvettes there that broke 200.
The two cars were significantly modified. One was a C6 Z06 and one was a C7 Z06. There was
a Hell Cat and a Charger there that got over 230.
Big victories for the weekend, I beat the ’55 Chevy Station
Wagon that ran 172.6, the ’54 Studebaker that ran 173.2,
and the 2014 Mercedes E63 wagon that ran 181.0.
The ride home was good, little/no traffic. But it seemed a
little slow. We got home, and I washed the car and it did not
suffer any damage.
It was a good weekend, and yes, we do use all the power in
our cars.
A little post script, I have received notice that there will be no future Mojave Magnum events.
The company that organized them has gone out of business; the FAA saying they could not use
the runways anymore. All things come to an end. They did not state a reason why.
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Cypher Scientific is an Orange County based contract engineering firm with a particularly unique
set of skills. We specialize in disruptive, leading edge designs mostly in imaging, embedded
computing, and medical device disciplines. If you can dream it chances are good we can bring it
to life. Our team holds dozens of patents and has won numerous awards including two Emmy’s
for technical achievement, another Emmy nomination in 2016, and an Oscar win, as well as
best in shows at CES and NAB plus an overall show winner at Health 2.0.

But why Corvettes and why PCC? It’s no secret that your current PCC President, Bob Rose, is
also the founder and Managing Director of Cypher Scientific (ever notice the “1Cypher” tag on
Bob’s car)? But there is more to it than that. Cypher’s engineering team has been key in the
early design of machine vision for use in autonomous vehicles, including sign recognition and
lane keeping technologies. We are experts in ECM, ECU and CAN Bus design, all of which are
heavily used in Corvettes. As a company, we also sponsor Bob’s racing adventures and in fact
his 2015 Z06 is actually a company car. The Cypher Scientific logos are going onto the car
before the next race, and so will a very prominent PCC logo placement. Cypher Scientific and
PCC are intrinsically connected, and we want to shout it from the rooftops, so a PCC
sponsorship was a natural fit for us.

Cypher Scientific is engineering the future. What can we build for you?
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By Don Wilder
Earlier this month, on the 5th, Costco at Crown Valley Parkway I-5 held a car show with the
proceeds benefitting Children’s Hospital of Orange County (CHOC”). The entry fee was a
nominal $10, and participants were treated to coffee, donuts, and a hot dog and a drink
courtesy of Costco. PCC’s Ellis Delameter organized a showing by Pacific Coast Corvettes who
fielded 13 Corvettes. It wasn’t a big turnout, but there was fair turnout of other Vettes,
hotrods, and classics. It was an unjudged show, like a mini Cars & Coffee. (I took some
notes, and promptly lost them, so any facts stated herein are subject to memory malfunctions
and possible challenge) But these pictures will speak for themselves.
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PART A - THE GREAT NEWS
PCC CLEANED UP ON AWARDS

David Yeates & Chrissy, Todd Bonet and I drove down the 405 N to Redondo Beach on a most
beautiful sunny Saturday morning with his very cool looking 2017 Black Metallic Rose Stingray
Convertible which was a miracle as the guy who detailed his car had his entire detail van stolen
in Anaheim the night before and they scrambled to work around that. I did my own detail work
as my new boss was very cool and let us out early so I came home and washed and waxed my
car with Tech 2 wax and my car super shiny really gave a showcase to that awesome Admiral
Blue that made a Grand Sport glow like a jewel. Corvette just keeps getting better and better
as far as I am concerned. So we were flying down the freeway to the South Bay turning many
heads. As we get past South Coast plaza we see in front of us brillant yellow, red, carribean
blue and other various colors as we come up on the North County Corvette Club Website
(NCoCC) headed to the same show and we rode down with them almost to we reached the
venue.
Todd & I had a chance to speak with them later that day as we were walking around and they
liked our cars and of course we liked the different colors that had in their club as well. Let’s
face it, there are so many types of Corvettes it is always interesting to see how far it has
evolved especially from the early models.

When we reached the venue while we were stopped at the light and Todd decided to get out
and walk around since there was a line and he ran into some of our club members and hooray
there was Mark and Vicki Alter, Henry Lewis, Gary Lane, Ed Baumgarten, Cliff Harris and David
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Yeates & I rounded it off. We pulled in and the guy didnt want to let us park with everyone
and our SGTof ARMS Henry Lewis helped them make a decision by making it for them! A
while later Joe Gildner showed up with his Grand Sport what a great car, IT WAS BEAUTIFUL!

Video on youtube shows Joe Gildner’s car entering show last year.

David, Richie & I braved the wind, cold and rain.

I worked really hard (4 hours) on the car, but my two tours through the parking lot trying to
park, before Henry helped me make a space and thank you to everyone that helped me this
corvette I had seen 6 cars roughly same make and model as mine so figured it was a lost
cause, but I looked good!
So I went to breakfast with Dave, Christy, Todd & Vicki and Mark came and told me you have
to have your hood open to be judged, well I had not cleaned under the hood, so I told him not
to worry about, knowing they would deduct points for the water spots I probably had, but hey
the wheels and the tailpipes were clean.
I learned a valuable lesson from Henry and Mark, that even if there is a lot of cars you do not
always compete in the same class. So, ok, I guess I have just as much chance as anyone else.
Mark and Vicki had a
fantastic red pace car I had
never seen before and I
had the privilege of parking
next to them for the show.
You would have been
amazed at how much foot
traffic this car generated.
Hahahahaha, when I went
back to my car my hood
was open and Mark tells
me he couldn’t stand it.
Todd and I had emptied out the contents earlier, so the car was ready to be judged but I
forgot about hood being open so I could have toweled it before towels down. Oops…my bad
and the water spots remained.
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I actually spent a lot of time on the interior, wheels and put some tech 2 wax on which gave it
this awesome shine. So I owe my trophy of distinction to Mark Alter for opening my hood! So
this is how nice and shiny my car was after detailing it on Thursday night.

was a really warm day and we had such a good time, once the judging started we kept seeing
judges continously in our area. At the end of the day PCC was a clear winner and we were one
of a few of the clubs acknowledged for being there.
I know not everyone enjoys the car shows but you know I think they are great as the people who
come and spend their time and their money to participate put our club out there for others to see
and when they see a lot of participation it makes them want to be a part of something great too.
I left that day and Todd and I were saying how much we enjoyed this car show and had a blast with
everyone that came we had some good laughs!
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I was sunburned despite my new chair and the fact I didn’t wear the sunscreen I brought hurt for 2
days too.. We all came out winners whether we received a trophy or not as the weather, the
company and the reason I joined the club to socialize with my friends all came together.

PACIFIC COAST CORVETTE WINNERS
HENRY LEWIS

1ST PLACE MODIFIED

MARK & VICKI ALTER

1ST PLACE STOCK

ED BAUMGARTEN

1ST PLACE STOCK

JOE GILDNER

1ST PLACE STOCK

KANDRA LONGO

CORVETTE OF DISTINCTION

DAVE YEATES

BEST PAINT
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Editor’s insert – Thanks to Mark and Vicky Alter for taking this picture of the Vets Set All
GM Beach Classsic trophy winners. Note that PCC members won six trophys for their
most excellent Corvettes, but only five of the six cars shown below are PCC members’
cars. It seems that David Yeates and his girlfriend Chrisssy left the show below in his
beautiful, award-winning, Black Rose Metallic, C7 convertible Stingray a bit early and
missed the awards ceremony. So David was subsequently pressed to provide a
separate photo, seen below. Congratulations to these PCC members who help make
our Pacific Coast Corvettes club stand head and shoulders above the others.
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AND NOW, PART B
THE BAD NEWS
HIT & RUN DRIVER CREATED AN ACCIDENT THAT CAUSED A 2018 FORD FUSION TO
SIDESWIPE MY CORVETTE OF DISTINCTION ON THE 405 COMING HOME

So as you can imagine, I was so happy driving home, because for me it was a stellar day, our club
took the most awards, and I got one too! We usually see one or more trophies at shows but this
was the most awards I have seen in one day since I joined the club! When I found out that Richie
had to work because of a last minute schedule change I emailed Todd and asked him if he would
go down with me since he went last year and enjoyed the show.
When we got down to Redondo Beach off Hawthorne/190th Street, yikes there were metal gratings
everywhere on 190th Street due to a gas pipe renovation, so we said no way are we going back
that way and took a street down to Western Avenue and go on the freeway down in that area.
From the minute we got on the freeway it was busy. I stayed initially in the no 2 lane but as we
got on the other side of the 110 Freeway traffic was really heavy never got out of 5th gear up to
that point, so then all the lanes were running slow ended up in 3rd gear and the car pool lane was
backing up so as we got on the other side of Long Beach airport I got in the number 1 lane at that
point, then the traffic was stop and go and became an intermittent 2nd to 3rd gear situation. Todd
and I said okay this blows but it is sunny, Saturday and I realized it was just going to be a slow
ride home. As we neared the 605 down by Studebaker Rd there was a lot of traffic and my plan
was to get in car pool lane after that merge. That changed in the space of a minute.
Out of the corner of my eye I see a full size SUV start to come out of the car pool lane across the
double yellow lines and out of nowhere Todd and I were hit from the side. The car substained as
full side impact that lifted the car up off the ground putting the driver’s side of the car up in the air
and slamming car back down on ground after it hit the car that sideswiped it. I didn’t have time to
do anything, when the car landed back on ground, I was still in the number 1 lane as the impact
was from car pool lane and a 2018 Ford Fusion hit my car. Both insurance companies asked me I
had the PDR on hello this is a side impact.
The brand new 2018 Ford Fusion who the guy has had for 1 month landed about 5-7 feet from
front of my car after impact, giving me a chance to stop my car, which I was able to stop quick
with my brakes and since I was under 45mph, this helped me keep from acquiring any more
damage. I was proud of myself as I didn’t panic and the car didn’t stall and we were all ok.
My biggest is fear was being rear-ended from behind, but lucky for me the car behind saw what
was happening and stopped. The guy that hit me was horrified that he had hit the corvette but
the SUV that was responsible took off while we were clearing traffic to move to the right shoulder.
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*&*%#%^^& scum…I will have to pay a $1500 deductible from this because of him as they ruled
the liability rests with the hit and run driver in my case and the unfortunate guy whose brand new
ford fusion hit me.
I couldn’t open my door initially and then it opened and it was okay. We made sure that Todd and
this guy’s wife was okay and made a joint decision to exit freeway and call highway patrol. Here is
a picture of the fusion door with my paint transfer and how high my car was as it left rubber on
side of the car.

I drove home from accident car seemed fine, so didn’t need to flat bed it. Richie and I took out on
the 241 toll road and he put it thru its paces and in the end he agreed that the car was ok and we
had the shop do before and after alignment specs which it passed.
On Friday, May 4th, I received estimate #2 my car has just under $6000 worth the damage so far,
the front wheel and tire were hit pretty hard in the collision and Richie was sure the car was
totaled and was very upset. Turns out the front wheel, tire and front fascia absorbed most of
damage shattered everything underneath and was unrepairable. The rest of car is made of SMC
composite and will be rebuild and entire side of car will have to be resprayed.
My car was lucky, Todd and I were lucky. Had I been going a little faster then is no doubt in my
mind the car might of landed on its side or rolled over as the guy hit me in such as way that the
car didn’t hesitate to go up and as this is happening Todd and I were braced for the worse.
So I called Mario O’Brien and he gave me a name and it turns out to be in Liberty Mutual’s repair
shop choices and I called on Monday and spoke with this shop called Prestige Auto Collision off via
Fabricante and right away Scott told me the car wasn’t totaled, and he really really loved the car,
hey that helps..
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I told State Farm this is a show car and they didn’t seem to believe me so I sent this this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FPF7-fY4h0
I told him my car looked exactly like this and
when it comes from the shop, I expect it better look exactly this again or better as I just won an
award for a corvette of distinction, and I didn’t want a car that has a two toned paint job.

This doesn’t look $6000 worth damage does it.

Wheel is going to be rechromed

Here is what the car looks like now as Richie went down on Friday May 4th
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If I thought crying or throwing a temper fit would help I would instead, I am keeping my fingers
crossed it will be done for Plastic Fantastic as they are estimating next Friday, May 18 4pm.
Thanks very much for everyone’s concern as it was a heartstopping moment for me and Todd
both.

SAVE THE WAVE
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By Don Wilder
What is the significance of June 30th? Well, there are a couple things that are important about
that date.
First, on June 30th, 1953 the first production Corvette rolled off the line at the General Motors
plant in Flint, Michigan. The first Corvette, dubbed the XM122, was a General Motors show car
displayed In January 1953, at the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel in New York City. The sleek
Corvette, the first all-fiberglass-bodied
American sports car, was an instant hit.
Three hundred production models were
built that first year. The base price was
$3498.
All 1953 Corvettes were white
convertibles with red interiors and black
canvas tops. Underneath its sleek exterior,
however, the Corvette was outfitted with
parts standard to other GM automobiles, including a “Blue Flame” six-cylinder engine, twospeed Powerglide automatic transmission and the drum brakes from Chevrolet’s regular car line.
Second, Club members Joyce Uchino and Bob Ensign have birthdays on this date.
Third, it’s National Corvette Day. On June 27, 2008, U.S. Rep. John Shimkus (R-Ill.) introduced
House Resolution 970, and supported by 55 House colleagues, that established June 30th as
”National Corvette Day”.
The resolution reads as follows:

Whereas the Chevrolet Corvette is America’s first sports car;
Whereas the first production Corvette rolled off a Flint, Michigan, assembly line on June
30, 1953;
Whereas the Corvette is now manufactured in Bowling Green, Kentucky;
Whereas the Corvette is the most widely respected production sports car in United
States history;
Whereas the Corvette is truly a symbol of American pride;
Whereas General Motors is celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2008; and
Whereas the 30th of June would be an appropriate day to designate as `National
Corvette Day’:
Now, therefore, be it Resolved, That the United States House of Representatives
supports the designation of a ‘National Corvette Day’ to honor the Chevrolet Corvette.
PCCers, please note that in this year, 2018, June 30th falls on a Saturday. Seems like a good
reason to throw a PCC party, a theme party (hint, hint). Marianne and I would do so except we
will be in Chicago at that time.
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CHRISTMAS PA
By Kandra Longo

CHRISTMAS PARTY

SUN AND SAIL CLUB LAKE FOREST
COMMITTEE OPPORTUNTIES
BY KANDRA LONGO
Last year we had such a great time at the PCC Christmas Party and the time has
when we will be putting together a planning committee to decide what holiday
direction our next party will have.
As a member of the Lake Forest Sun and Sail Club, I will be participating with David
Yeates in the PCC Christmas Party committee, and I am looking for additional
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volunteers. Sandy Savanich has offered and we would really love to have some
additional club members who love Christmas to help make our party sparkle and bring
joy!

Last year I baked all the desserts and many people came forward to mention that they
love to bake. I would like to open that forum up and ask if you have a signature dessert.
We would love to have it. I think dessert is one thing that everyone looks forward to at a
holiday party so I would love to see a big wonderful table like last year filled with some
spectacular treats!

Please sign up at the next general meeting
Or by email at:
knrlongo@netzero.net or Dyeates10@aol.com
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Once again, PCC had another fun Kick Tires Breakfast at Knowlwoods in Irvine. The turnout of
members was lighter than usual. Perhaps it was due to the fact that it was Mother’s Day
weekend? Or was it the looming presence of a possible California Storm (maybe a few drops of
that wet stuff called rain?) Certainly our members couldn’t be afraid of even the possibility of a
little rain? According to my expert opinion, that’s the way a car gets washed. We did have
about twenty members brave this Gray May day.
Pattie & Mark Smith arrived incognito in a vehicle that was not a SLOW Z06. Pattie told us that
their Corvette named Elvira did not like to get her feet wet.
We all stood out in the parking lot for a while until our stomachs
reminded us it was time for breakfast. Poor David Yeates. He wanted to
order a Denver Omelet but was told they couldn’t make one. It wasn’t
on their menu. We wondered why the PCC member seated next to
David was digging into what was obviously a Denver Omelet. It’s one
of those unsolved mysteries.
After much chatter and stuffing ourselves with breakfast fare, we adjourned once again to the
parking lot. Ray had a grand old time showing the Performance Data Recorder video of my car
reaching 193 mph at the recent Mojave Magnum. Kandra reported that her car was still in the
shop after being sideswiped returning home from a car show a couple of weeks ago. She was
hoping to get it back in time for Plastic Fantastic on Sunday. President Bob reported that he
just got his car back from repair after an overheating mishap at a recent track event. I forget
the name of the part that needed replacing.
While standing around in the parking lot, I noticed two young men ogling our cars. They were
slowly walking around each one. One of the guys was taking a picture of my car. I approached
them to find out their story. The guys were here from Georgia for a 5 day vacation and were
staying at the hotel next door. They were walking to breakfast and saw the Vettes pulling in. it
was their first time in California. They were a delight: very friendly car lovers with cute
southern accents. We talked for about ten minutes. One of them showed me a photo of his
car: a white 2008 Mustang CS. He told me all he did to modify it. These guys sure knew their
stuff. It was a sweet end to another successful Kick Tires Breakfast.
See you next month!
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And Now A Word from Our Sponsor

Simpson Chevrolet of Irvine is pleased to be affiliated with and a sponsor to Pacific Coast
Corvettes. Further, we are honored to join with Pacific Coast Corvettes in support of their new
Scholarship Program and share in the opportunity to provide financial assistance to a worthy
high school senior from the Saddleback Valley Unified School District.
Check our web site at http://www.simpsonchevroletirvine.com/. We have four new Corvettes in
our inventory including Stingrays, a Grand Sport and a Z06. Come in and check them out, and
don’t forget the 15% discount available for the asking in our parts department to all PCC
members. While you’re here, stop by to say “Hello” and get to know Roger Abbot, our Service
Manager.
Javier Moreales
General Sales Manager

Harold Brunski organized an outing and a
group of PCCers attended the April 29th
game at Angel Stadium in Anaheim
between the Los Angeles Angels at
Anaheim (how’s that for a team name)
and the New York Yankees.
No one
wrote an article or took pictures for the
newsletter except Vicky Alter who took a
picture of Mark enjoying the game with
his Rally Monkey perched on his shoulder.
The monkey’s charm was ineffective that
night as the Yankees won, 2-1.
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Meeting Minutes
May 72, 2018
by Secretary Kandra Longo
President Bob Rose tried to call the meeting to order at 7:00 but was unsuccessful in gaining the
group’s attention. But Henry Lewis, our Sgt-at-Arms, promptly got our attention with a very loud air
horn and the meeting was underway. Bob started the meeting off with a stellar joke submitted by
Don Wilder which was actually pretty funny. In real life you could actually see taking out a loan,
leaving your car for collateral and paying it back just to store the car for the $15.00 interest charge.
But when you think about it, it does merit some thought as to whether in real life that would work! I
like it! Needless to say, Bob did a great job in his story telling abilities and the entire room laughed
out loud.
Awards Chair: Dave Hennings and his award group have made a deposit to secure the site for the
Awards Banquet - January 26th at the Orange County Mining Company.
Hospitality Chair: Rick was out of town so Marcey Albert came up and acknowledged the birthdays
and anniversaries and welcomed the returning guests as we are having the pleasure of new members
joining our club and it has been wonderful Dick Jones & Marilyn Parker & Kevin Hill & Grace Reza
returned to our club and work on becoming active members. Bob & Sandy Savanich received their
member badges and will be a great addition to our club!
Editor: Don Wilder first spoke about the scholarship program and that the selection process will
start shortly. One application has been received so far. He went on to speak how the newsletter is
for and by the general membership; that it is REALLY important that we as a club contribute articles
to share our thoughts, adventures, and mis-adventures. Don acknowledged members who
contribute articles that emphasize the REAL importance of taking time our of day to make our
newsletter the best it can be and that can only happen if people participate. Don acknowledged Bob
Rose, David Yeates, Kandra Longo, Nancy Marshall & Bob Savanich and a score other people
including new prospective member John Fischle, and now a full member Bob Sanavich for taking
time to contribute articles.
Historian: Ted Jung requested that members send all pictures to him for the club history archives
and who will forward them to Ted Sickles for web page and to Don Wilder for the newsletter.
Club Store: Judy Nunn brought three very nice items to be raffled off in a separate raffle –
including an amazing blanket that has a C7 logo on it and a set of C7 cocktail glasses, both of these
prizes were won by Bob Sanavich. She also mentioned that she has changed the policy on ordering
new hats; one can choose the style and she will have it embroidered.
SGT at Arms: Henry Lewis spoke of the PCC membership requirements that may be found on the
club’s web page, and explained the requirements e.g., Corvette ownership, submitting a completed
application form and $10 membership processing fee, earning twelve points for attending club
events, and payment of the $105 membership fee.
Henry went on to explain the he and several others had attended the All GM Beach Classic in
Redondo Beach and David Yeates had won an award for the best paint color but left before the
award was given out. So Henry collected his plaque and gave to him the club meeting and then
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told the general membership about our PCC presence at this show and how we took home 6
awards. He then told everyone about the fact club secretary Kandra along with club member Todd
Bonet had a hit-and-run accident in which her 2017 Grand Sport was damaged by a sideswipe. (* See Editor’s notes below.)
Henry came back up later, after VP David Yeates gave his report, and mentioned the really hard
judging that our club underwent to get the awards that we won at the All GM Beach Classic, and
then it was back to business as he started giving fines for no name tags, vehicles other than
corvettes being driven to the Corvette Club meeting (which he immediately waived due to the rainthreatening weather), and instituted a new fine for leaving before the end of the meeting. In
describing an event to AAA Raceway, David Yeates tried to move Fontana to Montana so, Henry
fined him. Alyson Rose and Mark Alter, among others also rounded out fines. He was able to bring
a fair amount of fines tonight as many people had all kinds of fineable actions.
Treasurer: Gary Lane was up next and went over the details of the club treasury report.
Information is available thru Gary if wish to review.
Vice President- David Yeates got up spoke about the fun they had in Las Vegas at the Las Vegas
Motor Speedway race track. He also acknowledged the Mojave Mile run that Ray Marshall went on
and the bracket racing that everyone who participated in that event had a good time with. David
mentioned the need for someone to lead or sponsor PCC’s participation in the Lake Forest July 4th
parade. In the interest of keeping the general meeting from running on over the allotted time,
planned events further out were not discussed. Please check the calendar and contact the
contact for information on future events.
Car show for Costco is Saturday, May 5h this year
Plastic Fantastic is Sunday, May 20th
Big Bear Event June 21st-June 24th new events being added check calendar
The Christmas Party venue will be switching to the Sun and Sail Club here in Lake Forest corner of
Lake Forest and Toledo Way on December 1st 6pm-10pm. Upcoming information will be
decided by club so if you are inspired to host we will opening up the event for a host in the
upcoming meetings.
SGT at Arms: Henry Lewis came back up and mentioned the really hard judging that our club
underwent to get the awards that we won, and then it was back to business as he started giving
fines no name tags, vehicles other than corvettes being driven to the Corvette Club meeting which
he waived due to the weather which it was a cloudy look like rain kind of night and instituted a new
fine for leaving earlier than meeting is over and he was able to bring a fair amount of fines tonight
as many people had all kinds of fineable actions.
Alyson Rose won the $150 in the 50/50!
Judy Nunn raised $110 for an auction of items she contributed to the club.
Simpson Chevrolet contributed an $1000 to the PCC Scholarship fund now up $2500.00
The meeting adjourned at 8:35pm
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Racers’ Corner ‐ May 2018 *
*(Or, what happens in Vegas . . .)

By Bob Rose
Here is an update on the Wilwood Corvette Challenge.
As you all know by now I am competing in the Wilwood Super Modified Class and now flying
the PCC Racing Team colors on the car too (those beautiful $3 stickers). The Wilwood series
offers classes for Stock, Modified, Super Modified, Unlimited, and Vintage Corvettes. The C7 Z06
falls mostly into Super Modified or Unlimited depending on a few variable factors like intake
mods and tires. Hopefully a couple of you other racers join me with your cars next year and
make it a true PCC racing team.
The 5th round of the 11-race series was held at Las
Vegas Motor Speedway on April 21st. David Yeates and
Chrissy made the trek to Vegas to not only spectate but
for David to also ride along with me for the first two
run
groups.
Needless
to say,
we found some other fun things to do in Vegas
over the weekend too. There is some
photographic evidence attached but hopefully
not too much. Next time you just have to come
along.
LVMS Outfield Course is a very interesting
track. It’s completely flat with almost no curbs
or K-Rails. It’s also brand new, so about 90%
of the 160 drivers present had never run the
track before. Without elevation changes or K-

Rails it becomes almost impossible to look ahead,
which is a critical aspect of high speed driving. We
just had to learn the track. The more we knew
what was coming the faster we went. So, unlike a
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typical day at Fontana or Willow Springs where we usually make our best times in the cool of
the morning, most of us got better as the day progressed, in spite of the fact that it reached
the mid-90’s in the afternoon. For me, it was also in spite of some minor overheating and also
not one, but two screws in my right rear tire. It was holding air pretty well, so I just kept
driving, and I managed to get the tire with the screws
all the way home too. Not something I would do at
Fontana speeds and G-Forces, but this track was a lot
more forgiving. It did give me a really good reason to
start shopping for a toy hauler though. I ended up with
a win for the day and moved into first place in the
Challenge Series by two points.
Then two weeks later, on May 5th came Round 6 at Fontana. Ted Jung, David Yeates, and a
friend of mine from out of town made the event with me. David got another wild ride in the
right seat at much higher speeds than Vegas. By mid-afternoon it was 100 degrees. That’s too
much for a 2015 C7 with cooling challenges and I overheated badly, cracking the coolant
reservoir. Without pressure in the
reservoir, the C7 thermostat stays closed
and the car overheats. This time, although
I managed to get home by stopping every
5 miles to cool down, I got to see my car
head to Simpson Chevrolet on a flatbed
Monday morning. Another reason for a toy
hauler. The best time I could post for the
day caused me to place 4th and slip from
the points lead to 2nd (by only 2 points).
I’m hoping to be back in the cockpit for the next race and retake the lead up at Buttonwillow on
July 28th if my shoulder is sufficiently recovered. If not, this is best 7 out of 11 events and we
have four more races this year starting in September.
One last thing: We now have 8 teams signed up for the FUNkhana. Come on folks, you really
don’t want to miss this. The link is on the calendar. We have PCC’s honor to defend!

Eratta, corrections and apoloties:
Apologies to Rick and Marcey Alpert, especially Marcey, for the error in the April General
Meeting Minutes wherein the Alter’s Loops and Oops Rally results were reported as Rick and
and Dave Alpert instead of Rick and Marcey.
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PCC Event Calendar
12

Sat

Kick Tires Breakfast Meeting—8am at Knowlwood's Restaurant, Irvine (5
Freeway and Sand Canyon Avenue)…no signup, just show up. PCC Coordinator:
Ken James ken‐jamescalif@att.net

18

Fri

Alfresco Food Court Friday – Irvine at The Crossroads Shopping Center in Irvine –
PCC Coordinator: Nancy Marshall (949‐786‐8365)

20

Sun

Plastic Fantastic XXXXI, at San Diego, PCC Coordinator: John Iest (949‐770‐2520)

June, 2018
6
Wed

PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest

9

A Night at the Races, at Irwindale Speedway, PCC Coordinator: Arch Archard

Sat

(949‐661‐2035)
9

Sat

South OC Cars & Coffee, in San Clemente, PCC Coordinator: Al LaRoche (949‐388‐
2505) …no signup, just show up.

16

Sat

Kick Tires Breakfast Meeting—8am at Knowlwood's Restaurant, Irvine (5
Freeway and Sand Canyon Avenue)…no signup, just show up. PCC Coordinator:
Ken James ken‐jamescalif@att.net

21‐
24

Thu‐Sun

PCC Goes to Big Bear Mountain, PCC Host: Harold Brunski (949‐472‐

23

Fri

Big Bear Pirate Cruise, PCC Host: Dave McCue (949‐716‐4841)

30

Sat

PCC-CE Event #5: Funkana , PCC host: Bob Rose (949-713-0708)

8194)

July, 2018
11
Wed

PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest

28

PCC Ballgame Dinner, Angels vs Mariners, at Bruce & Debbie Robinson's, 5 pm

Sat

Cost: TBA
28

Sat

PCC‐CE Event #6, Bracket Drags, PCC Host: Bob Rose (702‐755‐7334)
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August, 2018
1
Wed
PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest
11

Sat

PCC-CE Event #7: Low speed match time autocross #2 at Autoclub
Speedway

September, 2018
5
Wed
PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest
8

Sat

PCC-CE Event #8: The First Annual PCC Amazing Race Rally

22

Sat

18th Annual Cruisin' For A Cure. at Orange County Fairgrounds PCC Coordinator:
Ken James (949‐683‐6441)

October, 2018
3
Wed

PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest

4‐7

PCC Cambria Weekend, PCC Coordinator: Ray & Nancy Marshall (949‐786‐

Thu‐Sun

8365)
13

Sat

2nd Annual Deer ParkWinery & Car Museum, PCC Host: David Yeates (951‐212‐
0971)

20‐
21

Sat‐Sun

November, 2018
3
Sat
7

Wed

Speed Ventures at Willow Springs

PCC-CE Event #9: Low speed match time autocross #3 at Autoclub
Speedway
PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest

December, 2018
1
Sat

PCC Christmas Party, at Sun & Sail Club in Lake Forest, PCC Host:TBD

5

Wed

PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest

8‐9

Sat‐Sun

Speed Ventures at Willow Springs
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By Don Wilder
(Note: The following article is copied, in part, and drawn from material presented on Dave McLellan’s
web site, www.davemclellenlegal.com, the Corvette Museum at www.corvettemuseum.org, and
www.corvetteactioncenter.com.)
Dave McLellan served at Corvette Chief Engineer for seventeen years beginning on January 1,
1975. He was was born in Munising, MI and grew up in Detroit. He earned a Mechanical
Engineering degree at Wayne State in Detroit in 1959. He later earned MIT and earned his
Master of Science degree. Right out of Wayne State, Dave went to work as a noise-andvibration engineer at GM’s Milford Proving Grounds. In 1968 he moved into GM’s vehicle
dynamics testing program where he gained much of his knowledge of automotive handling and
suspension technology. In 1969, he did a stint on the 1970-1/2 Camero before being moved to
the ill-fated Nova/Camero/Corvette proram initiated by John Delorean as a chassis engineer.
After earing his masters of science degree, he began working as a staff engineer under Zora
Arkus Duntov, Corvette’s first Chief Engineer, and held this position for about six months until
Zora retired. Dave McLellan took ove the position of Chief Engineer upon Zora’s retirement.
Quoting from the Corvette Museum web site: “When Zora Arkus-Duntov retired as Corvette
chief engineer in 1975, David R. McLellan was offered the job. He’d have been excused had he
said “Thanks, but no thanks.” Zora’s elegant imprint was on every Corvette since 1955. Dave
worked with the master. He knew Duntov would be a tough act to follow. He also knew GM’s
enormous effort in the 70s to meet ever more stringent emissions, safety and fuel economy
bogies could bring the Corvette to its knees“. He inherited a beast of a car – overweight,
throttled by emissions hardware…”
Continuing to quote from the Corvette Museum’s narrative: “Almost 25 years later, the
Corvette’s world-class stature speaks volumes about the vision and quiet leadership Dave
brought to a perilous program in the mid-70s…
“…Dave’s low-key, laid-back style hid an intense bull-dog determination to find within the maze
of regulation a path to greater glory for the Corvette. He outdid himself. The all-new 1984 car
was state-of-the art in aerodynamics, emissions control, weight savings, electronics. Almost a
decade after assuming the mantel, Dave had the Corvette headed back to the heights.” — the
Corvette Museum.
Dave McLellan is an engineer from a modest background who simultaneously had to master a
maze of governmental legal regulations, work at the limits of the laws of physics and
aerodynamics, lead the early adoption of electronics to replace mechanical systems, prove out
his engineering work at racetracks, and persuade General Motors’ army of conservative
attorneys that a world-beating Corvette was in the best interest of the Corporation.
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The results speak for themselves. From 1985-1987, Dave’s then new C4 Corvette won 19 out of
19 SCCA endurance races until the SCCA refused to allow it to continue to compete because
nothing else could compete with it. Porsche may have won the 24-Hour Race at Le Mans in
1985, 1986, and 1987, but it threw everything it had at Corvette during these three years and
lost every Showroom Stock race.
The 1990 Corvette ZR-1, dubbed “King of the Hill” by the media for its performance proved
itself the best sports car in the world by establishing seven endurance records under the
supervision of an international sanctioning body. Dave was once quoted as saying about the
1990-1995 ZR-1 Corvette, “It’s Corvette, only more so.”
Some of the achievements under McLellan’s leadership as Chief Engineer include:







Introduced tuned-port injection on the ’85 Corvette
Added anti-lock brakes before any Corvette’s top competitors did.
Introduced the 1986 Corvette convertible (The last previous Corvette convertible
was offered in 1975.)
Responsible for the 1990-95 ZR-1 **
Introduced the ZF 6-speed manual transmission in the 1989 model year.
Introduced the 300 hp LT1 engine and Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR) commonly referred
to as “traction control”.

** Quoting from Wikipedia: “Although the ZR-1 was extremely quick (0-60 mph in 4.4 seconds,
and onto 180+ mph), the huge performance of the LT5 engine was matched by its robustness.
As evidence of this, a stock ZR-1 set a number of international and world records at a test track
in Fort Stockton, Texas on March 1, 1990, verified by the FIA (Fédération Internationale de
l’Automobile) including seven new international records:








100 miles (160 km) at 175.600 mph (282.601 km/h)
500 miles (800 km) at 175.503 mph (282.445 km/h)
1,000 miles (1,600 km) at 174.428 mph (280.715 km/h)
5,000 km (3,100 mi) at 175.710 mph (282.778 km/h) (World Record)[citation
needed]
5,000 miles (8,000 km) at 173.791 mph (279.690 km/h) (World Record)
12 Hours Endurance at 175.523 mph (282.477 km/h)
24 Hours Endurance at 175.885 mph (283.059 km/h) for 4,221.256 miles (6,793.453

Found in a 1993 issue of Corvette Fever magazine is an article by journalist Michael Lamm;
“McLellan nearly always used science in planning where the Corvette ought to be
headed. He made his judgments and decisions based on careful reasoning and
calculation and rarely, if ever, did emotion enter. . . . Under his direction, the Corvette
definitely took on McLellan’s personality. Just as Zora put his stamp on the earlier cars,
so Dave’s comes through on the current generation…. McLellan and his team have
managed to place the Corvette into the first rank of international sports cars, a
remarkable record considering the Corvettes price versus that if its leading performance
competitor.”
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(i.e., Event Flyers.)
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2018 Cambria Weekend ‐ Preliminary Schedule
Thursday, October 4 through Sunday, October 7
Last update: 05‐15‐2018 21:00
Provide corrections, additions, and updates to David Yeates
Hotel(s)
Sea Otter Inn
Reservations: 805‐927‐5888 Pacific Coast Corvettes Group 91953
Two night minimum
Hospitality Suite 111
Check in time: 3:00 pm. Check out time: 11:00 am
Fireside Inn
o Reservations: 805‐927‐8661
o Dog friendly
The Castle Inn
The Blue Dolphin
o
o
o
o






Activities
Pick and choose whatever activities in which you wish to participate. There is no obligation to choose
all, or even any. Coordinate directly with the activity organizer for each activity chosen.
 Thursday (October 4)
Caravan
 departs OC from Citrus Cafe at 9:00am,
 Leader:: Ray Marshall
o Dinner
Friday (October 5)
o



o

o

Ice Cream Journey & Lunch
 Organizer: Ray & Nancy Marshall
 Meet at ??? departing at ???
 Expect to return by ???
 ?
Tour Pianetta Winery in San Miguel







Organizer: Dan Beadle 775‐544‐6161
Meet at ??? departing at ???
Tractor tour followed by picnic lunch
Expect to return by ???
Cost: estimate: $20
24 people limit

Dinner
Saturday (October 6)
o Wine Run
o



o

o


Sunday

Clydsdale Horse Tour
 Leader: Vickie Kovacs
 Meet at ??? departing at 11:00 am
 Expect to return by ??
Dinner
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Continental Monterey Grand Prix @ LagunaSeca Raceway
September 7-9, 2018
Tickets: Purchase 3-Day General Admission/Paddock + Corvette Corral
Parking ($115) Ticket Office: (831) 242-8200
Website: www.mazdaraceway.com
Corvette Banquet - Sept. 8th 6:15pm-9:00pm - Cost: $68 per person
Embassy Suites Hotel (831) 393-1115
www.corvettemuseum.org/event/corvette-racing-banquet
Hotel:

Bayside Inn – 2055 Fremont St., Monterey, CA
Website: http://www.montereybaysideinn.com
Rooms Reserved:
5 rooms with 2 queen beds
2 rooms w/1 king bed (Dan & I have one of these rooms)
Confirmation #BS00106
Call Neil at 831-402-6638 to transfer room to your name
Hotel Rates:
Thursday 9/6 - $98 + tax
Friday 9/7 - $138 + tax
Saturday 9/8 - $208 + tax
Sunday 9/9 - $98 + tax
Estimated Total for 4 days = $542 + $62.64 (taxes) = $604.64

Contact: Dan Fost (714) 832-3655 or Donna Fost (714) 813-1042
Email: vettegirl714@gmail.com

